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Sheraton Vancouver Airport Hotel
7551 Westminster Highway | Richmond, BC | V6X 1A3

PROGRAMME PRÉLIMINAIRE
Sujet à changement – un nombre minimum de participants est requis pour la tenue des séances.

24 MAI
17:30–
19:30

RÉCEPTION DU CCPA
Tous les participants de l’Atelier national 2019 du CCPA sont invités à notre cocktail de bienvenue,
où le prix Harry C. Rowsell pour contribution exceptionnelle au CCPA sera présenté au récipiendaire.
Dégustez une boisson gratuite dans une atmosphère détendue, réseautez et communiquez avec la
vaste communauté du CCPA.
NOTE : Vous pourrez vous inscrire lors de cette soirée d’ouverture.

25 MAI
7:30–
8:30

INSCRIPTION ET DÉJEUNER

8:30–
8:45

MOT DE BIENVENUE

8:45–
9:45

SÉANCE PLÉNIÈRE

Dre Eileen Denovan-Wright, présidente, CCPA
M. Pierre Verreault, directeur général, CCPA

How Do We Know What Animals Feel: The Science and the Challenges
Animatrice :
Dre Eileen Denovan-Wright, présidente, CCPA
Présentateur : Dr Daniel Weary, University of British Columbia

9:45–
10:00

PAUSE AVEC RAFRAÎCHISSEMENTS

10:00–
11:00

GROUPES DE DISCUSSION
Sélectionnez une des séances simultanées ci-dessous.

Pedagogical Merit Review: How’s It Going?
CCAC-certified institutions that conduct animal-based teaching or training must have a formal
pedagogical merit review process in place. In this session, a facilitator will walk attendees through a
mock pedagogical merit review, and will encourage participants to share their own challenges and
successes in implementing the CCAC policy: Pedagogical merit of live animal-based teaching and
training.
Facilitator: Dr. Jennifer Lapierre, University of Toronto

Animal Welfare, Endpoints, and Impacts
This session is an opportunity to discuss several guidelines documents that are currently under
development: animal welfare assessment; endpoints; and categories of welfare impact. These
guidelines will focus on the welfare of animals involved in scientific studies and are intended to be
complementary, supporting the assessment of the welfare status of animals, informing humane
intervention points and endpoints, and categorizing the potential impact of procedures on animals.
Facilitator: Dr. David Hanwell, University of Toronto

11:15–
12:15

GROUPES DE DISCUSSION
Sélectionnez une des séances simultanées ci-dessous. Veuillez noter que les groupes de discussion
énumérés ci-dessous sont présentés de nouveau en après-midi par les mêmes animateurs.

Animal Data
The CCAC is currently exploring how to implement the recommendations presented in a report by
the Animal Data Working Group, which was established to make suggestions about the collection,
validation, and reporting of animal data. At this session, the recommendations will be presented
and attendees will be given an opportunity to discuss potential challenges for implementation by
institutions.
Facilitator: Mr. Rhain Louis, University of Toronto

Guidance on Air Quality
Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning: Addendum to the CCAC guidelines on laboratory animal
facilities – characteristics, design, and development has recently been published, but what does this
mean for your institution? Are there changes that need to be made to ensure animals and people are
continuously exposed to healthy air, or to minimize energy costs? This session offers the opportunity
to discuss the implications of this new addendum for your facility.
Facilitator: Dr. Badru Moloo, University Health Network

Three Welfare Risks in Aquatic Facilities That Should Alarm Animal Care
Committee Members
A “fish out of water” is much more than a feeling of awkwardness if you’re a fish. Sufficient water of
high quality is critical to the health and welfare of fish, and providing it consistently is a challenge. In
this session, participants will discuss the three most important risks present in aquatic facilities and
how animal care committee members can help manage them.
Facilitator: Mr. John Batt, Dalhousie University
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12:15–
13:30

DÎNER

13:30–
14:30

GROUPES DE DISCUSSION
Sélectionnez une des séances simultanées ci-dessous.

Replacement Alternatives in Teaching
One important element of pedagogical merit review is to determine if there are any equivalent
absolute or relative replacement alternatives to the use of live vertebrates in teaching or training.
This session involves two thirty-minute presentations on actual relative replacement alternatives
(invertebrates), in a biological psychology teaching lab and a physiology teaching lab.
Facilitators: Dr. Agnes Lacombe, University of British Columbia
Dr. Karen Atkinson-Leadbeater, Mount Royal University

Benefits of Transparency
There are many reasons institutions are concerned about talking openly about animal-based research,
including fears of being targeted by animal rights extremists, and concerns about bad press. However,
there are benefits to be had in fostering a more open culture within an institution. This session will
explore these benefits and provide an opportunity to discuss the steps needed to achieve greater
institutional transparency.
Facilitator: Dr. Helen M. Burt, University of British Columbia

Rodents
The CCAC guidelines: Rats and the CCAC guidelines: Mice are in the final stages of development.
This session will discuss how these guidelines differ from our previous guidance on rodents, and what
they mean for institutions caring for them in their facilities.
Facilitator: Dr. Toni Bayans, University of Alberta

14:45–
15:45

GROUPES DE DISCUSSION
Sélectionnez une des séances simultanées ci-dessous.

Replacement Alternatives in Teaching Workshop
A hands-on exploration of replacement alternatives in teaching for animal care committee
members who want to know more.
Facilitator: Dr. Elisabeth Ormandy, University of British Columbia
Note: This session is limited to the first 30 registrants.

Replacement Alternatives in Teaching and Training
One important element of pedagogical merit review is to determine if there are any equivalent
absolute or relative replacement alternatives to the use of live vertebrates in teaching or training.
This session will involve a facilitated discussion on the challenges and successes related to using
replacement alternatives in teaching and training.
Facilitators: Dr. Agnes Lacombe, University of British Columbia
Dr. Wendy Williams, Cornell University
Dr. Karen Atkinson-Leadbeater, Mount Royal University
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Animal Data
The CCAC is currently exploring how to implement the recommendations presented in a report by
the Animal Data Working Group, which was established to make suggestions about the collection,
validation, and reporting of animal data. At this session, the recommendations will be presented
and attendees will be given an opportunity to discuss potential challenges for implementation by
institutions.
Facilitator: Mr. Rhain Louis, University of Toronto

Guidance on Air Quality
Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning: Addendum to the CCAC guidelines on laboratory animal
facilities – characteristics, design, and development has recently been published, but what does this
mean for your institution? Are there changes that need to be made to ensure animals and people are
continuously exposed to healthy air, or to minimize energy costs? This session offers the opportunity
to discuss the implications of this new addendum for your facility.
Facilitator: Dr. Badru Moloo, University Health Network

Three Welfare Risks in Aquatic Facilities That Should Alarm Animal Care
Committee Members
A “fish out of water” is much more than a feeling of awkwardness if you’re a fish. Sufficient water of
high quality is critical to the health and welfare of fish, and providing it consistently is a challenge. In
this session, participants will discuss the three most important risks present in aquatic facilities and
how animal care committee members can help manage them.
Facilitator: Mr. John Batt, Dalhousie University

15:45–
16:00

PAUSE ET RAFRAÎCHISSEMENTS

16:00–
17:00

SÉANCE PLÉNIÈRE
Application of the Three Rs to Achieve a More Clinical Trial-Like Model Strengthens
Translation and Improves Animal Well-Being
Animatrice : Dre Eileen Denovan-Wright, présidente, CCPA
Présentatrice : Dre Melanie Graham, University of Minnesota

17:00

REMERCIEMENTS ET MOT DE LA FIN
Dre Eileen Denovan-Wright, présidente, CCPA
M. Pierre Verreault, directeur général, CCPA

Exposition interactive de solutions de remplacement
Nous présentons une exposition interactive de solutions de remplacement
novatrices et pratiques pour l’enseignement et la formation, à visiter au
cours de la journée.
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Conseil canadien de protection des animaux
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http://www.ccac.ca

